


What is it? 

�  EEG monitoring in ICU = urgent/emergent EEG+/-
video, that has to be done outside lab. 

�  AKA bedside EEG monitoring (BEM). 

Some BEM is for nonurgent >> for immobile cases. 

 
 

 



Why do we need BEM? 
 

�  Some clinical signs is hardly interpreted (e.g., seizure 
VS psychogenic NES). 

�  Seizures could continue without accompanying signs 
(e.g., subtle SE/non convulsive seizure). 

�  Some critical treatments (several AEDs/ anesthetic 
agents; ANES) need to be adjusted meticulously.  

 
 

 



Why do we need BEM? 
 

�  Purposes > for diagnosis 

           > for follow up course 

                > for estimate suitable treatment 

�  Very clear and only few indication for getting BEM 

but problems occur at all time >> not employ BEM 

appropriately (right place and time). 

 



 
When do we need it and  

for how long? 
 
 For diagnosis 

�  Seizure is clinical sign or symptom and is diagnosed, 
using visual inspection and recognition patterns. 

�  No any other test needed, especially if  clinical sign/
symptom is so typical for seizure: tonic, clonic etc. 
 
*** Examples of  atypical one:  
Behavioral events >> screaming, tossing,  
Abnormal movements like>> tremors, chorea etc. 
 



 
When do we need it and  

for how long? 
 
 For diagnosis 

*** Some equivocal one : hypermotor, gelastic etc. 

�  Definite diagnosis can be made when EEG is done during 

event. Otherwise relative evidences eg focal slow, focal 

sharp wave may be useful. 

�  After diagnosis is made, no need to continue on BEM 

except additional subclinical seizures is detected. 
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When do we need it and  
for how long? 

For follow up course 

�  Usually we know exactly that was seizure. 

�  Quantitative and qualitative data of  EEG seizures 
before and after treatment is of  interests.  

�  Quantative parameter >> how many of  their onsets, 
how often they come 

�  Qualitative parameter >> how far they go (spread to 
the other side), how long they stay 
 



When do we need it and for 
how long? 

For follow up course 

�  Those data are essential for adjusting both specific and 
symptomatic ( AEDs) treatments. 

�  How long to keep on (BEM)>> for at least 24-48 hours 
after treatment started or until we catch up their 
rhythms, then rehook time to time until seizures are 
subsided. 

�  Rehook urgently if  worsening of  clinical status or new 
clinical sign emerges. 







When do we need it and  
for how long? 

For estimate suitable treatment 

�  Generally use in refractory (subtle) status epilepticus, 
when trying to increase level of  ANES to get rid of  

EEG seizures (MDZ, PPF) or to obtain burst 

suppression (TPT). 

�   Also when trying to withdraw ANES. 



When do we need it and  
for how long? 

For estimate suitable treatment 

�  How long to keep on >> when patient is getting ANES 

(usually in first 24-48 hrs), especially when dose is 
increased. 

�  For ANES withdrawal, BEM could be hooked 

intermittently, depending on clinical status. However 
24 hrs after tapering off, continuation of  BEM is 

recommended. 














